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Engineering smiles attlc Merced

SUN-STAR PHOT(1 BY GEORGE MACDONALD

UC Merced a$sistanl professor Marcelo Kaltmann is interesfed in advancing the field of robotics at the university and reaching out t0 the next
generati0n of computer scienlists,

Giving robots human qualities
ByVictorA. Patton
!?ATTON@MERCEDSUN.STAR. COM

flrofessors at UC Merced are researching ways to make ro-

|/ bots think like us, move like us - and one day, maybe
I . even look like us.

Marcelo Kallmann,36, an assistant professor of computer
science at UC Merceds School of Engineering, is researching
ways to enhance the artificial intelligence of computers to in-
clude mimicking humanlike movements.

He refers to those functions a "intelli do so easilv." Kallmann said.
gent motion." "What il interesting is that we (are)

'lWhat I mean by intelligent motion is bringing techniques from all kinds of
all the kind of motions that (humans) robotics, computer games (and) com-

puter animation," he said.
Although most of his work consists

of working with computerized simula-
tions and models, Kallmann said his
hope is to eventually transfer intelli-
gent motion programming into an ac-
tual robotic body.

To make that happen, Kallmann
must first use a variety of computer-
ized algorithms to create programs
simulating how a robotic device would
function in a natural setting.

Kallmann said computing even sim-
ple motions, such as a hand movement,
entails the use of several algorithms,
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while complex motions pose
an even greater challenge.

The idea is for computers to
eventually have the ability to
learn how po modify their own
complex motions in a varied
and changing environment,
similar to how a tennis player
wouldneedto modify his tech-
nique to play a game of Ping-
Pong."This is a long term goal
that most of the robotics com-
munity is trying to achieve,"
Kallmann said."The problem is how (to)
modify the motion to new en-
vironments and situations."

UC Merced Cognitive Sci
ence Professor Teenie Mat-
lock, who is collaborating
with Kallmann on his re-
search. said use bf robots bv
humans is nothing new - ai
robots have been used by
NASA and auto factories for
years.

Matlock said Kallmann's re-
search is unique, however, be-
cause it is focused on ways to
make robots function less like
mdchines - and more like hu-
mans."He's trying to draw on what
he knows about human be-
havior and using that to drive
how a robot behaves and acts
in the world," Matlock said.

No matter how humanlike
robots become, however,
Matlock said they probably
won't replace humans com-
pletely.

"There always has to be a
human involved in some way,
for example (with) surgery,"
Matlock said. "You cant have a
robot do surgeryron its own
completely... but with a robot
you can program (it) to do
things without any errors."

Although Kallmann said he
also doesn't foresee an era in
his lifetime where robots will
replace humans, he does be-
lieve that advanced robots will
be used in the near future for
practical purposes such as cul-
tivation of crops in the desert
and the building of houses, in
addition to performing tasks
in outer space.'A robot is a computer. The
only difference is it has some-
thing moving," Kallmann said.

Matlock said she can also
foresee a day when robots will
perform rescue missions in sit-
uations such as fires or explo-

for humans to undertake."I think some of the early
work is close at hand." Mat-
lock said. "More detailed, fine-
tuned,(research) is down the
line."

Although Kallmann is the
only professor at UC Merced
focusing on robotics now Ger-
man robotics professor Ste-
fano Carpin is expected to join
UC Merced's faculty later this
month.

Kallmann said he also ex-
pects courses in robotics to be
added to the curriculum soon.

Next year, Kallmann said
the university will offer more
computer game programming
and graphics classes for un-
dergraduates."We are trying to bring
these kinds of domains here so
we can attract more students
to pursue careers in computer
science." Kallmann said.
Rep ort er W c tor A : Patt o n
can be reacbed at j85-z4jr or
ap atton@ merc e dtun- s t ar c o m.
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hand, said"
Arrested about 4 p.m. Monday at

ment at Park Avenue and College Grr
in North Merced,was Dustin Mooreh
Merced.rHe was to be charged wi
counts of attempted murder and bo,
Merced CountyJail. One other person
a knife also was being sought.

Blake said the McSwain area pi
staged by an 18-year-old girl and he
old brother. It is believed their mot
was out of town at the time. had n
edge a party was to be held, the und
said.

Initial reports that someone had
over as the assailants and partygr
proved to be unsubstantiated. Merce
Sheriffb Department deputies recr
first call'of a large party with loud
lI:47 p.m. and later reports that the 1
gotten louder.

At 12:28 a.m., deputies were alerted
ple had been stabbed and arrived on r
six minutes later, Blake said. This I
about the same time as deputies wer
gating a beating and assisting Merc
officers at another fight.
'4ssociate Editor DoaneTauger can be reat
at j85 .2485 or dyawger@mercedsun-starcb;
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Canital Com of the West
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